Cornish Joins "Dick's" Staff at Amherst

Geoffrey Cornish has been engaged as a full time assistant to Prof. Lawrence S. Dickinson at the University of Massachusetts. Cornish graduated in agronomy from the University of British Columbia. He worked for Thompson, Jones & Co. as construction foreman, then as supt. on the construction and renovation of a number of courses in Canada, Bermuda and British West Indies. In 1937 and 1938 he attended Dickinson's winter school in greenkeeping at Amherst. In 1940 he was supt. for the St. Charles CC, Winnipeg. After service overseas with the Canadian army he was mustered out as a major and returned to Thompson and Jones. He went to U. of Massachusetts as instructor in agrostology.

Dickinson began stressing the word agrostology some years ago for work on fine turf as distinguished from agronomy which popularly is regarded as concerning food crops.

The Massachusetts short course this year will culminate with a turf conference March 11-13. Dickinson contemplates some very interesting work on fine turf research and course maintenance costs through establishment of fellowships enabling extension of the school's valuable job for golf.

EXTRA IRON PROFITS

THEY PERFORM
That's Why They Sell!

The famous Short Game irons with square grips and short shafts that have a 20-year record for cutting scores. Ready for immediate delivery.

PUTTER 31" APPROACH CLEEK 32" CHIPPER 33"
Nationally advertised and priced at $8.75 each

MORE THAN 1,000,000 SOLD
and a recent survey shows a large percentage of users are eager to have the new models with improved grips and triple-plated heads.

ORDER A SAMPLE SET TODAY
To show them means sales to present users and thousands of players who will buy these extra irons to improve their game.

WALLOPER, the Iron Driver—
One of the biggest selling special clubs ever developed. Every player who has difficulty using woods wants one. Standard grip. 39" long. $10.95.

Send for new circular and discounts

J. A. DUBOW MFG. CO.
1905-13 Milwaukee Ave. Chicago 4, Ill.
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